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IN THIS ISSUE

A5 was our policy in the past, we mention under this
heading the names of only those contributors who have not
been introduced to our readers in preceding issues of this
magazine. We must qualify . this statement with the ob·
servation that six names of new contributors are omitted
'because of the confidential character of the symposium in
which they are participating. W e appreciate the unusually
.good response to our request to a number of our experienced
ministers to prepare an article for this symposium.
Rev. Henry C. Van Wyk Jr. is a graduate of Calvin
'College and Calvin Seminary and entered the ministry
. of the Christian Reformed Church as pastor of the ehurch
.at Luverne, Minnesota. Recently he accepted a call to the
Fourth Christian Reformed Chureh of Roseland, Chicago,
lllinois.
Mr. Samuel E. Greydanus Jr. is at present a teacher of

history at the Christian High School of Holland, r.,·[ichigan.
He received his A.B. Degree from Calvin College and a
Master of Arts degree from the University of Edinburgh,
Scotland. During the year 1959·60 he took graduate work
in Far Eastern Studies at the Far Eastern nnd Russian
Institute whieh is part of the University of SeMtie, Wa s h ~
·ington. He has been teaching for nine yearS'.
Mr. Harry M. VccnstIa is a forme r elder of the Bethany
Christian Reformed Church of Bellflower, Ca1uomia. He is
an artist by profession nnd the father of our well·known
missionary in Northern Nigeria, Rev. Rolf Veenstra.
Mr. Diek Kort is one of our Christian Reformed laymen
in Oak Lawn, Illinois. Mr. Reinder Van Til is a prominent
figure among our laymen in Munster, InciitUlu, and the
father of Prof. H. R. Van Til of Calvin College. Both men
am known as ardent Calvinists.

"The only theology that the Bible knows is the Reformed faith."  On.
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Christus Anastasius
by HENRY C. VAN WYK

(Scriphlre: Psalm 16, and Acts 2:2232)
N THE COURSE of the Christian era no fewer than
four Roman Popes and two Roman Emperors have
taken to themselves the name ..Anastasius." But what
enormous presumptionl For this is a Dame that rightly belongs to Christ alone. It is a Iatinization of the Greek word
"anastasis," which means "resurrection." Jesus claimed
exclusive right to that name when he said, "1 am the
Anastasis ( Resurrection ) and the Life" (John 11:25). Indeed, our Christ is Anastasiusl Not Anastasius the First for Anastasius the Second is an impossibility. Though
Christians are permitted to share in and benefit from their
Savior's resurrection, even coming "to know the power of
his resurrection," they have always correctly understood that

I

Christ is the Fountain of Life, and his resurrection was only

the demonstration, the bursting forth, of a divine quality
which resides in him alone. Anyone who has the audacity
to appropriate the name Anastasius must also be prepared
to call himself Life, or Logos, or Theos,
It is of Anastasius that David prophesied in Psalm 16.
Yet a veil obscures him from our view as we read that
Psalm. That is, until we hear Peter's authoritative exegesis
in Acts 2. How grateful we may be for this revealing pas.sage. It will pay us to examine it closely.
David, filled with the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of prophecy,
exclaims,
"Moreover my flesh also shall dwell in hope: Because
thou wilt not leave my soul unto Hades, Neither wilt
thou give thy Holy One to see corruption."
Without AQts 2 we would have to ask as did the
Ethiopian . eunuch, "Of whom speaketh the prophet this?
Of himself, or of some other manr But notice how quickly
Peter speaks to dispel the idea that David could possibly
have had the illusion that his body would not decay in the
grave. He says,
"Brethren, I may say unto you freely of the patriarch
David, that he both died and was buried, and his
tomb is with us unto this day."
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Surely, David could enVISIOn the Lord's taking mnrvelous care of his soul and body after death, but, says.
Peter "(David), being a prophet, and knowing that Cod had.
sworn with an oath to him, that of the fruit of his
loins he would set one upon his throne; he foreseeing this spa,ke of THE RESURRECTION (ANASTASIS ) of the Christ, that neither was he left unto·
Hades, nor did his Besh see corruption. This Jesus did
Cod raise up, whereof we all are witnesses ."
Here we have a striking instance of at least four remarkable truths :
1. The Holy Spirit has packed an amazing wealth of
prophecy in what men are inclined to pass over or to ex ~ ·
plain in the light of a prophet's experiences in his day.
2. David, in his day, possessed a consciousness of theMessiah, and a faith in the promises wrapped up in the
Mess!ah, that justifies us in thinking of him as one of those·
heroes of faith mentioned in Hebrews 11, "who wandered
in deserts and mountains and caves, and holes of the earth."
3. The Holy Spirit illumined the Apostles so that they'
could record a revelation that was markedly progressivlil.
4. The centrality of The Resurrection, The Anastasis,
The Risen Christ, throughout the revelation of redemption .
 both in the estimation of Old and New Testament write~
and in the ''kerygma'' (official proclamation ) of the Church.
It is particularly salutary for us to reBect upon that last
matter as we celebrate the Resurrection of Christ. Many a
pastor will have to admit as he reviews his .file of sermons ·
that much less prominence is given to Christ as Anastasius .
than to Christ as the Crucified One. The "Lenten Series'"
and the communion sermons combine to make this so. It is
true that all our sermOns are predicated upon Christ as
the risen and ascended Lord; but the explicit facts of
Easter Sunday, the cosmicallyrelevant phenomena of the
Deserted Tomb and the Transfonnation of the body of
Christ's humiliation into its glorificd state  these we ·tend
to reserve for and crowd into our EasterDay sermons. This
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preaching seldom mentioned Calvary \\itOout a strong
reference to the resurrection. Their emphases upon Cross
and Empty Tomb were always kept in careful balance.
To document this, let us foDow Peter and Paul on their
missionary itinerary.
On Pentecost, Acts 2: "J esus of Nazareth ... ye by the
hand of lawless men did crucify and slay .... this Jesus

did Cod raise up."
On Solomon's Porch, Acts 3: "'But ye denied the Holy
and Righteous One, and asked for a murderer to be granted
unto you, and killed the Prince of Life, whom Cod raised
from the dead."
Again, when summoned before Annas, Acts 4, Peter
proclaims: '"'Be it known unto you all. and to all the people
of Israel, that in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,
'whom ye crucified, whom Cod raised from the dead ·even in him doth this man stand here before you whole."
In Acts 4:33 we read, "And with great power gave the
.apostles their witness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus."
In Acts 5, Peter, having been commanded not to preach
.any more, says to the Sanhedrin: "We must obey God rather
than men. The Cod of our fathers raised up Jesus, whom
ye slew, hanging him on a tree. Him did Cod exalt with
his right hand to be a Prince and a Savior."
Acts 10 records Peter's words to Cornelius and his
family: '"'And we are witnesses of aU things which he
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sale:n; whom also they slew, hanging him on a tree. Him

God raised up the third day. and gave Ilim to be made
manifest."
Paul, in the synagogue at Antioch in Pisidia (Acts 13),
says, '"'And we bring you good tidings of the promise made
unto the fathers, that God hath fulfilled . . . . in "IQt he
raised up Jesus . . ."
In Acts 17 we read concerning Paul, when he was at
Thessalonica, in the synagogue, that he "as his manner was,
went in unto them, and for three sabbath days reasoned
with them from the scriptures; opening and alleging that
it behoovcd the Christ to suffer, and to rise agai11 11"0111 the
deod."
And so we could go on to Mars Hill (Acts 17); before
the Sanhedrin (Acts 23); in the presence of Felix (Acts 24);
and before King Agrippa.
The fact that the crucifixion was widely known and believed, while the resurrection was witnessed by comparatively fcw and was generally disbelieved as the Apostles
went out to preach, made it imperative for the resurrection
to be widely attested in the apostolic era. But the ratio
between those who glory in the resurrection and those who
disbelieve continues disparate. Only through a "crash program"" of worldwide testimony to Christ as Anastasius, the
Resurrection and the Life, by official proclamation, and by
a community of believers that obviously is serving a Living
and Reigning King, will the ratio be altered. Let this be o~'r
earnest resolve as we celebrate Easter this year.

Pointed Paragraphs:
.ALWAYS TIME FOR SELFDENIAL
Lent is "the spring period of fasting" says the diction.ary. To fast is to practise abstinence as a fonn of religious
.selfdenial.
Just ahead of Lent some cities hnve a Mardi Gras; a
time of carnival, as if the sentiment were: "'Let us eat,
drink. and be merry for tomorrow we . . . fast." That
makes a hollow ring, as if selfdenial is chiefly a matter
·of the calendar.
I.n such connection we recall the soulsearching tenus
Jesus laid down for the Christian life when "he said unto
all, If any man would come after me, let him deny him.self...." (Luke 9:23).
Nor is this a matter of certain weeks. With natures like
'ours, in a world like ours, with an archenemy like ours,
we need lifelong selfdenial. True enough, in a grand conversion experience we did "'commit our way" unto the Lord,
but we still need to buHet our bodies and turn back wrong
impulses, heeding the word, "Walk b y the Spirit and ye
.shall not fuI..611 tho lusts of the flesh" (Gal. 5: 16).

:four

Thus we deny "'ungodliness and worldly huts"  so poisonous and yet sometimes so attractive. We deny the doubtful but seductive, even the lawful; yes, or the. in itscU. good
when it becomes a spiritual menace.
Selldenial! What a Christian roadmarkl Whcn traveling we liko to b e frequently reassured by seeing our
posted road signs. Let's often look for this highway marker.
Jesus means us to have a straight and deep look at it.
We must not look for an easy adjustment to its high challenge as if giving even much, but scarcely sacrificio.Ily, out
of our abundance is the answcr.
Amid the prevailing tide of "living it up" Christians
emphasiz~
"giving it up" in seeking '"'first the kingdom of
God." More for God and less for seU is the program.
They apply it personally and in family life, to food,
clothing, housing, transportation, and all lhe rest. They
work it Ollt as congregations; not aiming to have "'wonderful" buildings, organs, and elaborate sctups but in true
selfdenial giving a high priority to the urgent mis!>ion
TORCH and TRUMPET, April, 1961
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s!n'";l,:Eeces. oct ratter modestly suitable as we stretch educ:atiO:'l dOlla.l"'S as r...r as possible for the effective Christian
t:r2 ining of our future generations.
Yes, it's constantlr time for self-denial! Deeply spiritual
and b lessedly sacrificial!
Corneal H.
C::,e
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HUNGER FOR THE WORD AND THE SACRAMENT
What follows is part of a letter which Hev. Gerard Van
Groningen sent recently to his former church at Borculo,
Michigan. Let's consider the question with which the citation closes;
"You know, friends, it is so different here in Australia
from America. Can you imagine living 25-40 miles from
the nearest church building - regardless of whether it belongs to Baptists or Methodists? Many of our Reformed folk
live up to 100 miles from the nearest Reformed church.
One family, which lives in interior Victoria, has been
travelling every other Sunday to the services in Portland.
They drive 120 miles one way. Imagine driving 240 miles
to go to churchl Some folk do it with the fond hope that
these interior places will develop and that in the fuhu'e a
church will be established there. In the meantime, the air
waves supply them with the bread of life on those days they
cannot come in. Often in winter, when the rains come,
roads are impassable for weeks.
"One more story : do you appreciate sitting at the table
of the Lord with fellow-believers? One family here certainly does. I had sent a message to a number of families
living inland that on a certain day 1'd be at a centrally
located farm home and conduct a worship service and we'd
also celebrate the.. Lord's Supper. Five fam ilies gathered
in that home on a rainy, windy Thursday night.. One family
came in rubber boots and raincoat'). In order to be able to
attend this service, this family, parents about 55 years of
age an<;l 4 boys, trudged for 45 minutes up hill and down
over a muddy, slippery track to the main road where their
truck ' was parked. In dry weather they can take the truck
to the house via the track through scrub, over the hills.
Once by the truck, they had another 19 miles to drive to
get to the service. The meeting lasted until 11 o'clock in
the night and then they had to drive back and walk back
over the track. Later I heard that it took them an hour, in
the middle of the night, in driving rain and screaming
wind. But the mother said, 'I'll do it again to be able to
sit at the Lord's table - with fellow-believers..' Would you,
friends?"
G.v.G.
PULPITS OFF CENTER
It was planned that wayl
That is what the Grand Rapids Press reported regarding
the location of the pulpit in our brand new Calvin Theological Seminary chapel, first stage of the Knollcrest campus
development. This pulpit is not located front-center, but off
to one side. Thus, we are told, the speaker faces faces rather
than nn aisle carpct runner. (And, incidentally, since
TORCH a nd TRUMPET, April, 1961

se::::-.-z..:-y en.. :':":::e:::t is disapIX'intingly low, it allows for
use of that balf of the sanctuary which is fronted by the
pulpit. )
T hese explanations are as good as any, I'm sure, and I
for one am quite ready to accept them. After all, in the
Akron-style churches of a number of d ecades ago the
pulpits were located in most any corner - and this one is..
at least haU-way toward the centerl
I am of the impression, however, that the liturglca1
significance of the off-centercd pulpit is scarcely exhausted
by the down-to-earth, practical explanations mentioned
above. Divided chancel churches are not merely trying toachieve symmetry and balance in the arrangement of
church furniture, I'm sure. And many of them have shown
a decided preference for an emphasis on somethin g else
than serious, exegetical, Refonnation-style preaching!
In my opinion, attractive as the new seminary buildings
are, they reveal that nothing much has yet been achieved
by us as far as an indigenous, Reformed architectural expression is conccrned. Too bad that our theological students could not h ave seen something which in its every
detail would declare that our appreciation for the centrality
of the Word is undiminished , and that for us preaching
will always be the primary purpose of a service of worshipl
Please do not misunderstand; I think the new chapel
and thc rest of the seminary buildings are a real tribute to
the interest of a Church committed to the maintenance of
the schools (Lord's Day 38, Heidelberg Catechism )1 I'm
merely taking this opportunity to say that the Church and
the world desperately need preaching which comes not
from those who stand off to one side, b ut from men who·
are convinced that their Lord gives no one anything more·
significant to do than to MINISTER HIS WORD.

J.P..
DISPARAGEMENT OF OUR CREEDS
T here is in the religious circles of our day a disparagement of creeds in general, but especially of the great
Reformed creeds such as the Belgic ConfesSion, H eidelberg
Catechism, Canons of D art, and the Westminster Stand·
ards. "No creed, but Christ" is the popular slogan .
It seems as if this kind of thinking has even invaded
Reformed circles. At least, they have not escaped it altogether. Especially our younger generation has been
the victim of this disease and the educated are usually
those worst afflicted. One need not look far for evidence.
Why is it, for example, that there is often a noticeable
sJ?-ic_ker 3J!Iong students in class or elsewhere, whenever an
appeal is made to one of our creeds in connection with
some point under discussion? Again, why is there often an
expression of surprise, or even shock, on the faces of young
people when they read or arc told that in the Heidelberg
Catechism the popish mass is called '"an accursed idolatry,"
or that the Arminian doctrine of free will is called "the
destructive poison of the Pelagian errors" by the authors
of the Canons of Dort, and further, that those who teach
such things "bring again out of hell the Pclaglan error"?
five

Of course, the blame for this .does not lie entirely or
even chiefly with the young people. Their training has a
bearing here. Our leaders  parents, teachers, preachersare first of all to blame for this situation. When teachers
make remarks like: "Remember, Jesus said, 'Blessed are the
pure in heart: not 'Blessed are the pure in doctrine':' or
"We should be more ready to listen to others, and not be so
sure that we are right," then certainly we ought not to be
.surprised if the students lose their appreciation for sound
doctrine and for our Reformed position.
What is the eause of this attitude among us? Are we no
l onger so sure about these things? Are we no longer
persuaded that "all the articles and pOints of doctrine co n ~
tained in the Confession and Catechism of the Reformed
Churches ... do fully agree with the Word of God"? Or
is it perhaps due to a lack of knowledge both as to the
wMt and the wherefore of our creeds?
It is said that familiari ty breeds contempt, but I believe
that is not the case here. For too many of us our Confession
.is rnerely a n::lic of days gone by, imbedded in the back of
-our psalters, to which we give only a half~ertd
verbal
.assent. The resu lts can on ly be tragic for the church.
, Dr. Gordon Clark in The Bible Presbyterian Reporter of
March 23, 1960, wrote these words: "Our grandfathers,
when they were children, had nlemorized the Shorter Cate~
<:hism. As they grew up, they probably read the Larger
·Catechism. Today some of us do not know that there is a
Larger Catechism, and our children do not know that there
:is a Shorter Catechism. Even some ministers have not
memorized it. In the Reformed Church of America and
-other Reformed Churches, the same is doubtless true of the
Heidelberg Catechism."
What Dr. Clark says is very likely true in the Christian
Reformed Church also. We would do well in this anniversary year of the Belgic Confession to read and reread
'our precious creeds. And at the same time we must pray
for the zeal and conviction of Cuido de Bres, so that we
.also would be ready to "oHer our backs to stripes, our
tongues to knives, our mouths to gags, and our whole body

to the fire rather than deny the truth expressed in. these
J.
confessions."
PASSING LAWS IS NO ANSWER TO LABOR PROBLEMS

A very important study of labor relations and laws, Dr.
Sylvester Petro's The Kohler Strike, Union Violence and
Administrative Law (Chieago: Regnery, 19tH, $1.00 paperback ), raises questions of major importance to the Christian thinker. Dr. Petro, himself a former union leader for
the steel workers and now Professor of Law at New York
University, holds, on the basis of careful study, that justice
is being subverted and union violence given a charter by
federal legislation which seeks to bring about true order
through administrative ch annels. Passing laws and creating
bureaus is no answer to the problem of labor relations but
the creation of greater problems, in that respect of persons
becomes basic to the politically created and appointed
bureaus, and due process is b y~pased,
rules of testimony
disregarded, and the agencies made instruments of injustice,
political favoritism, and function as "kangaroo courts."
The consistent Calvinist, however, must raise even fur~
ther challenges.. It is time to .recognize that our government
is operating on the works-religion policy that legislation ean
make men and society good. The hostility of socialism to
biblical faith is not aCCidental but essential. Socialism and
welfare economies believe in salvation by law in every
area of life and cannot tolerate th.e freedom that a sociology
of life. What
of justification by faith implies for every ar~
is now termed "social justice» is actually a doctrine of
salvation which requires a radical injustice as its basis of
operation in that the whole principle of the decalogue is
subverted in favor of the equalizing of good and evil.
Moreover, there is an elimination of the possibility of failure
and defeat and hence of freedom, in favor of a works~
salvation which involves not even the works of man but the
mere work of the pries tly state, whose legislation is to
create utopial Against this doctrine, Refonned thinkers must
wage war, recognizing it as a central heresy of our age and
as radieally anti~Chrs.
R.J.R.

IGNORAMUS, IGNORAMIBUS!
by CHRISTIAN HUISSEN

USTINC OFF an old Latin dictionary this morning I
came across these terms. As you undoubtedly know,
they mcan: "We don't know; we never will know." If I
may be permitted n bit of poetic license, let's make it mean

D

1 am an ignoramus and :lO l getting ignoramusser. Or,
shedding all literary embellishments and descending to the
level of kitchen prose, j could express it this w,,)' : Every
day and in every way I am getting dumber and dumber .
TORCH and TRUMPET, April. 1961
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We used
be concerned. \\; th the old modernism, which
directed its shafts against the biblical record. It had to in
order to get rid of what we consider the redempti\'e facts.
The effort failed. Today the liberals employ a new method.
\Vhereas it used to be a question of either, or, it is now a
question of both, and. Take the Virgin Birth, for instance.
has it, Christ was either born of a virgin or he
As ~ ' f ac hen
was not. Today there is a different slant. Joseph was his
father, it is said, but that does not do violence to the doc·
trine of thc virgin birth ( no caps now! ) It may not be his·
torical fact, but it retains its meaning. D eny the fact if you
win; you lose nothing at all. It has its value in myth. The
same holds for the resurrection . Just as we speak of Christ's
being at the right hand of God; no one accepts that literally
either. Mythological interpretation seems to be somewhat
comparable to what the church used to regard as 6gurative
language or anthropomorphism. This new modernism is, if
anything, more subtle and more devastating than the old.

One wonders what would happen to a history teacher
in onc of our universities if he treated the facts in the Ufe

of, say, Julius Caesar, as some theologians treat the life of
Christ. He would be heJd up to ridicule; no school board
would retain his services for twenty·four hours. But it
remains for "theologians" to devise ingenious ways to de·
nude Scripture of thc redemptive facts and still retain the
respect of the intelligentsia of the world. Seeming to be
wise, they have become fools.
Wc have on our hands the ecumenical movement. The
General Assembly of the National Council of Churches
met in San Francisco recently and made history. One of
the prominent figures there was the Rt. Rev. James A. Pike.
Pike is much in the news. He has shifted from the conserva·
tive to the liberal camp and joined the myth elan. He holds
that "'the biblical evidence and the theological implications
seem to be in favor of assuming that Joseph was the human
father of Jesus." At the same time he does not "deny in
the least the doctrine of the virgin birth." He is the bishop
who cannot recite the creeds, but he wants to sing them.
Some of the folks in his church want to press heresy
charges against him. He is not an isolated 6gure in the
wce. .And the ecumcnical movement intends that all of
these, orthodox, mythologisers and demythologisers, shall
6nd shelter under. one ecclesiastical roof, extend the hand
of fellowship, and jOin in the breaking of bread. And
imagine my astonishment when along comes J. D. in the
Refonned loumal advocating that we join it. H e is sure
that we need not stand forever outside of "'what the Lord
has not yet abandoned." And this is where my ignorance
comes in. I don't get it. Comes to mind the words of
Scripture about a house d ivided against itscU; that there
is no concord between Christ and Belial ; the apostolic injunction to separation, not union; and that whosoever
denies that Jesus Christ is come into the flesh _is the anti·
christ. Christ and antichrist shaking hands across his own
Table!

• • •
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I do not \\i.sh to mb: in the infallibility discussion. In
my student dars the Documentary Hypothesis of the Pentateuch was refuted by conservative scholars and stood discredited. Oswald T. Allis devotes a volume to it. The
consequences of the acceptance of the composite author·
ship of the Pentateuch are very serious in his opinion. It
is presentcd in the intcrest of a theory which has never
been proved; Moses becomes a kind of legal fiction ; and
it leads to a low view of the authority and credibility of the
Bible as a whole. Now Dr. Harry Boer informs us that
Noordtzij and Aalders, though verbally disowning this.
hypothesiS, factually embrace it. And one cannot escape
the impression that Boer himseU would have little objection
to it, or to a Deutero·Isaiah and rclated theories. He also
records the views of N. Ridderbos on the creation narrative.
Genesis one and two arc of dual authorship. According to
Ridderbos, there never were six days of creation, or periods
that might loosely be called days . "We have not the
slightest idea of how the world was created. All Genesis
means to teach is that C od is Creator, all else is creature.
And to convey that idea the author chose the device now
lying before us in Genesis 1."
Now all of this places the Gerefonneerde Kerken of the·
Netherlands before a most interesting dilemma. For here·
too we are dealing with the question : either, or or, b o th ~
and. The Synod of Assen in 1926 was confronted with this
problem and deposed Geelkerken. Now eithcr its doctrinal
deliverance must be rescinded. or the views of Ridderbos
and others should be repudiated. If Ridderbos is upheld,
C eelkerken must be posthumously reinstated, honoriscausa. And it seems that Brillenburg Wurth is sending up
a trial balloon in this matter in Gereformeerd W eekbkul of
February 3.
Now to all of these divergent views there is hardly a
ripple of reaction in the Gerefonneerde Kcrken, says Boer.
That is true, and the more the pity. At least Hcmlan
Ridderbos is not happy about it. In another context he
bemoans the weakening of doctrinal consciousness (leerfactor ). This weakening he accepts as a fact, but he pays
us a compliment anyway. At least I accept it as a compti·
ment. Speaking of Berkouwer's book on election, and his
exegesis of Romans 7, he declarcs there is more discussion
and fi ghting in America than in the Netherlands; that if
forty or sixty years ago someone had written this, every
church paper and the whole Refo rmed community would
I.lave been stirred up to uebate and discussion. Now all
they hear is complaints that it is too difficult to understand.
We are sorry that Ridderbos uses the word "gevochten";
that word bcars the connotation of a brawl. But in the
Netherlands there is not a ripple of reaction.
What does it all add up to? A good hard look at our
conception of infallibility. WiD it be an improvement?·
Must we abandon verbal inspiration? One is tempted to·
question whether after a life time of preaching he must
reverse many of his convictions. No, we are not skeptics.
Not ignoramus, ignoramibus, but INTELUGAMUS (WE.
DO KNOW).

SYMPOSIUM
My Greatest Probletn as a Minister
and How I Seek to Solve it
OME TIME AGO we wrote a letter to twelve of our ministers requesting them to write a brief article for TORCH AND ThUMPET on
the above theme. To make it easy for them to write freely on such a
personal matter we promised that their identity would not be disclosed.
The responso was very gratifying, as the readers can know from the
number of articles which follow in this symposium.

S

We take great pleasure in offering this material to our readers. Ministers wiD doubtless fead it with special interest. But members of our
colJsistories, that is, elders and deacons, and even nonofficebearers
will also peruse it carefully. There roay be important lessons in these
articles for all of us.
Let us add that in every instance we have selected the headings,
endeavoring to summarize in each the leading thought of the writer.
MANACINC EDITOR

'The pressure ofsocial and community
,obligations
The greatest problem which I have as a minister is the
pressure of social and community obligations. The Board
·of the Christian School stresses how important it is that I
work with them. The Christian School principal asks me
to speak in chapel regularly. The people want me to be
.at every school function  graduation Or sale. The minister
is expected to attend every hymnsing. program or lecture
given in the church commun ity. The minister should not
.only be a member of the Christian Heformed Ministers'
·Croup in the area, but also of the local city ministerial
.association, influencing them for the good. My church
people want me to visit regularly on Sunday evening, and
·even through the week for "that cup of coHee"; and many

.eight

feci that I am failing as a minister if I do not visit constantly. It is true that none of these activities are mentioned in the letter of call. But people expect a minister's
participation in them. Perhaps they consider it to be included in that catchaU phrase found in the letter of call :
"(and in ) alI things pertaining to the work of a faithfu l
and diligent servant of the Lord."
Understand well, T know that all these activities are
good in themselves. In fact, 1 even enjoy each one in its
own way. But where does the time come from to do all this?
One possibility is to take away from the time spent with
my family. As it is, T do not have vcr}' much time with my
family, being gone almost every evening for catechism,
consistory, family visiting, SOCieties, and visiting the sick
and the delinquents. Some people have the idea tImt the
minister should neglect his family so that he can fulfil these
social and community obliga"tiorts mentioned above; then
TORCH and TRUMPET, AJHiI. 1961

.k. To ~pou:ld.
De c'S:::u!aes of the situation, many have the idea that the
minister's ....ife should join her husband whenever possible
in fulfilling these social obligations; and then she is a good
minister's wife, sacrificing for the cause. But what about
my children, whom the Lord has given me to train in his
fear? I believe with all my heart that I need enough time
to train my children in the Lord's ways. This idea of
sacrificing my family for the sake of fulfilling these social
obligations is repugnant to me. I entered the ministry with
the spirit of sacrifice. But I do not think this involves
neglecting my family so that I can fulfil social obligations.
In fact, constant pressure by the community upon the
pastor to sacrifice that which is important for these relatively unimportant activities tends to destroy the spirit of
true sacrifice.
Another possibility would be to take time which otherwise would be spent in study or in visiting the sick and
delinquent. Yet I would not feel right in doing this. I
entered the ministry to preach and to minister the Word to
the sick and erring ones: for this the Lord called me. To
make two sermons each week and to visit the needy
demands much time, and an alert mind. I find that social
visiting and attendance at community functious not only
consumes pre60us time, but often leaves me lethargic,
since it is work to he under the eyes of the community, so
that I am not able to use my study time to the best advantage.
~
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I believe that the answer is to be found in doing "first
things" first. Preaching and visiting the sick and delinquents, and the care of my own family come first. There
will be some time left for social obligations, of course, hut
not 50 much as to please many people. I must also decide
before God which social and community obligations are
the most important. My people must gradually learn from
my example, and from an occasional opportune word, which
things are first and which are second. I hope that graduail?
they will understand. But even if they do not understa;ld
I must do that whieh is right before God.
California

How can I preach with power?
My greatest problem as a minister is how to prepare
myself each week to preach with pOweT.
To avoid misunderstanding let me say at once that
I realize only the Holy Spirit makes any preaching dynamic.
But I believe that as a general rule the Holy Spirit uses
the preacher who has put forth an earnest and prayerful
cHart to preach with power.
I have heard sermons which seemed to leave the congregation cold. Glorious truths were presented in such a
matter-aI-fact way that they failed to interest or stir the
soul. I have also heard sennons which gripped me and,
I am sure, many others. Some led to a deeper conviction
of sin and appreciation of the Savior. Others made one
TORCH
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feel t- -e getti..ng rig..iu out in L;,c world and fightin g for
truth and righteousness.
In my own preaching I have had somewhat the same
experience. There are times when I do not seem to be able
to get into my subject. I do not seem to be getting my
message across. I have a feeling that I am not stirring the
people. I have a wonderful text and a glorious truth, but"
somehow or other the sermon seems to fall flat. It appears.
to be a dud. At other times I feel that I am really entering
into the spirit of it_ I have a very definite feeling of being
inspired and guided by the Holy Spirit. There seems to bea very definite response on the part of tile congregation;.
even the young people and children listen intently.

.. . ..

"

The difference does not lie primarily in the amount of
reading and study which has gone into the sermon, although I do realize that every sermon is worthy of thorough
preparation in this respect. Nor is the difference to be
sought exclusively in the prayerful preparation or lack of
it, although this is of course a very important factor. I feel
that the secret of preaching with power is to be found in
the extent to which the truth to be prlolached has taken hold
of the preacher. It has to live for him before he can make
it live for others. Unless he is enthused about it, how can
he expect his congregation to be.
I find that to prepare myself to preach with power r
must get the truth into my system. It must permeate my
soul and become part and parcel of my life. I must pray
that God will grip my heart and stir my soul so that I may
truly make an impact upon those that hear me. In this
sense I find that preparing to preach is a strenuous and
soul-searching task, and at the same time a most rewarding.
experience. It is at those times, when my own soul has.
been stirred to the depths, that I feel that the Holy Spirit
is enabling me to preach with power. The reading and
praying in the preparation of the sermon must therefore be·
accompanied by much meditation and reflection.
I am not a man with exceptional gifts of intellect or
eloquence. I believe that I should do my best along these·
lines; preaching the Word is worthy of Our very best efforts.
But I do not believe that great mental acumen or oratorical'
ability is essential to preaching with power. The essential
thing is that the preacher has a living experience of the·
truth which he wishes to present. This will manifest itself
in an earnestness and sincerity which cannot but impress:
those that hear him. The people will see how much the·
truth means to him, what a rich source of comfort and
inspiration it is in his life. This is the kind of preaching:
the Holy Spirit is pleased to usc; this is the secret of preaching with power.
Wisconsin.

The danger of sterile professionalism
Perhaps it would be claiming a seU-perceptiveness
beyond that which I really possess to press the word
nine'

"'grea.tesf'  for I may be wholly unaware of my g1'.eate.sf
_problem  but surely among the many problems I have
encountered one of the most troublesome is how to escape
the blighting curse of a sterile professionalism in the pulpit
'The heat is on nowadays. Congregations clamor for pol·
"ished pulpiteering. The airways fairl y crackle with the
:productions of highly skilled preachers competing with the
pastor in the local parish for the attention of the sheep.
Qdious comparisons by pewpitccrs make for picayunish
picking at spiritual food instead of hearty eating. And so
the pastor  at least this pastor  feels that the pressure is
on for professional shine. A concern for professional com·
petence instead of a concern for faithful prophesying is the
great temptation. More specifically. the problem is how to
d evelop the art of preaching without giving way to mere
'professionalism.

• • ••
The problem, I Gnd·, is a continuing one, not to be 61ed
away under "Problems Solved." But I have discovered
some very useful antidotes, among which are these:
1. Weekly selfexamination, in strictest honesty. The
:process is not always the happiest activity of the week,
but surely one of the most necessary.
2. Reexamining the preaching situation before preparation for each worship service to see with renewed clarity
the role of the preacher in the continuing conversation between God and his people. I find it most helpful, if at the
.same time humbling, to recognize anew that the preacher
i s but a link - a link between God and the congregation.
.a link which serves its purpose best by drawing least attention to itself. If the people are to hear God, and in hearing
"him to see him. then they ought not to hear the preacher.
And if God is tl"l hear the prayers of the people then the
·preacher's prayers ought not intrude. In preaching the
-preacher must lose himself in the Word; in praying he must
identify himself with the needs of the congregation. A
moment spent once more reviewing these fundamentals
j ust before entering the pulpit helps to set the stage
-psychologically.
3. Maintaining that kind of oontinual contact with the
members of the congregation which makes for existential
.awareness of the spiritual needs of those to whom I minister so that the desire to "feed" overshadows the temptation to "perform." Long live "Huisbezoek"!
4. Meditating on Ule ministry of the prophets and
.apostles and seeking to identify myself with their ministerial
.activity. To carryon their selfless, unselfconscious labors
·op behalf of God and those to whom he would impart his
.grace is an inspiring challenge.
5. Occasionally reading the works of those who well
'understood the pastor's mission and who themselves pas.sessed a truly pastoral concern, e.g., The Ministering
Shepherd, C. E. Jefferson; The Christian In Complete Armour, W. Gurnal1; the sermons of Spurgeon; and not least
the New Testament epistles.
If all these antidotes seem elementary it is but a
r eminder from experience that he who forgets the clemen·

ten

tary safeguards against the adulteration of his ministry
Minnesota
does so at great risk.

How to instill love for the Reformed
faith
It is my conviction that next to the preaching of the
Word the most important work a minister does is instructing the children and youth of the congregation. My great
ambition throughout Ule years of my ministry has been
to make the youth of the churches I have served see the
glory of the Reformed Faith. This requires determined
effort on the part of the teacher but also painstaking study
on the part of our youth.
In my own youth it seems that there was more emphasis
on knowing the answer to a question in the book than on
the scriptural basis for the answer. Providentially I think
the Lord led me in my youth to see the need of being able
to prove our doctrine from the Word. One of Ule churches
in my home town, under the guidance of its minister,
twned to dispensationalism. This group alleged that we
knew our creeds but not our Dible. This allegation actually
stimulated me in the study of the Word to prove Ollr point
of view. And the mOre I studied, the more glorious I
found the Reformed Faith to be.
During my college days, the Common Grace Controversy came, and it dawned on me, as I saw many tum
from our denomination, that our people did not know
their doctrine too well, and that therefore under the oratorical sway of a strong personality, people easily left their
denomination and denied truths which had always been
accepted among us. During this period a younger minister
leaned strongly toward liberalism, and though he resigned,
yet a year or so later, some who had fallen for his presentation arranged his return to deliver a series of lectures,
which were by and large nothing but an attack, not only
on the Reformed Faith, but on all orthodoxy. To me this
was evidence that our people really did not know where
they stood doctrinally, at least a very large number of
them.
At the same time, college and seminary training developed in me a deepening conviction and love fo r the Reformed Faith. For me it was not only an intellectual pursuit but a way of living. With such convictions I Gntered
the ministry. I wanted to preach and teach these unsearchable riches of the Gospel.
I wanted the older members to hold fast the faith onco
for all delivered unto the saints, but I wanted especially
the youth to enjoy what I had discovered for myselF. Thus
I undertook with real enthusiasm the teaching of our youth.
Later, one of the young people whom I learned to know
more intimate ly confided: ""When you first came to our
church we thought you were hard 011 us, but after we began
to understand the truth, we realized you were imparting to
us the most '....orthwhile thing in life." An old grandfather
in my next charge said: "{ believe rou want to make all
our young people theologians." In another church, after 1
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out; '''e ne.er had a preacher who made us work as hard
as you do __'" Reactions have varied greatly to these efforts
of imparting the grand verities of our faith_ To the honor
of every consistory I have been privileged to serve under,
I want to say, they have always given me most loyal support. Likewise of parents I must say, that though all were
not equally enthusiastic, yet generally they stood by me in
helping their young people understand the truth.

• • • •
The method I have followed in trying to attain the
ideal is simple. yet exacting, both on the young people and
on the minister. For one thing I have always insisted on
memory work, not only answers but also tcxts to prove from
the Bible that our Faith is grounded in the Word of God.
I keep a record of their attainments in this work. Besides,
I have. throughout the years given them mimeographed
notes, explaining the lesson, with sets of questions that must
be written Q,ut and handed in for grading each week. These
questions are used as the basis -of discussion in class. After
each Bve weeks, they submit to a written test. These papers
too are carefully graded, and returned to them with report
cards, which show the attendance, memory work, and writ~
ten work for the inspection and signature of the parents.
In this way the young people know their achievements, and
parents know exactly what is going on.
As to results of this cHort, it may be said, that while
we cannot look upon the heart, nOr can we by education
impart spiritual life to our people, we may have the satisfaction of having put forth our best efforts for the Lord's
cause. Besides, after a few years of labor in a congregation, young people do not come for special instruction in
confession classes. They know what it is all about. And
I may say that consistory members themselves have on
many occasions remarked that young people gave a good
account of themselves. I ·do not ask young people to recite
the compendium, but rather to witness concerning their
faith , their knowledge of the truth, and their attitude toward the cause of the Lord, and their assurance of fa ith.
I believe God has blessed these efforts I have been
putting forth. I know it from letters received years later
from those ~hom
I have instructed. I therefore recommend
it to my fellow ministers to try as a means of making the
coming generation lovers and defenders of the faith of our
fathers.
Iowa

Acute problems relating to marriage
The greatest problem that I have encountered in my
ministry is that which relates to marriage. I do not refer
to my own marriage for we are very happily married. But
I am thinking of a cluster of problems that have to do with
marriage: problems with those yet unmarried, problems of
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those about to be married, and problems of those who are
married.
First, the problems of those yet unmarried. I find an
increasing insensitivity of our young people and their parents in respect to mixed marriages, especially in the· urban
areas of the churches in which I have served. I find it
rather difficult to impress young people - and in some cases.
their p a r ~ n ts - that there is a great difference between
those who call themselves Christians and those who are
Christians indeed. Quite often, when the matter is discussed with a young person who is going steady with one'
who can rightly be called a non-Christian, the reaction is:
"But he (or she) believes ill Cod. He ·( or she ) will go tochurch with me." And in a number of these crases we dosee the fellow or girl in church occasionally or even frequently during the time of courtship. The problem is
usually aggravated because they have become quite serious
in respect to their intentions before I become aware .of it.
At that point reasoning is almost futil e. The problem becomes even more complicated when the parents feel that
the only course for the pastor to take is to win the nonChristian for Christ - as if it is just that simplel
I have had the problem of our young people who intend to marry Roman Catholics. Some, happily, have been
dissuaded but others even went ahead and were married
by a priest with all of the conditions specified by the
Roman Catholic Church.
Then there are those who contemplate marriage with
someone who has been unbiblically divorced. Besides, there
are the forced marriages, tlle hasty marriages, and the mar,..
riages of those who are altogether too immature to asswnc
the responsibilities of marriage.
There are also the problems of those married. 111ereseems to me an increase of tension between husbands and
wives. Various factors enter into married life which disrupt
the relationship. An increase of working wives, drinking,
and depreciation of home-life have been successfully used
by the old Adversary of hannony in the home.
Only too often separation and steps taken toward
divorce precede the pastor's opportunity to counsel thepersons concerned.

••••
How arp I seeking to solve this many-faceted problem of
marriage and marital relations? First, I am seeking by
means of in s trucio~
in ca t ~ hi s m classes, society meetings,
and pulpit to emphasize the Scriptural view of marriage
and the obligations of the marriage partners. I repeatedly
warn against. the dangers of mixed marriages and the need
of recognizing the Lordship of Christ in the believer's life,
especially in the relationship of marriage. Second, I ask
each unmarried young person in the examination for profession of faith to promise to seek one who is a genuine
Christian for a life partner. Third, 1 seek to counsel young
people personally concerning this matter. Fourth, I hold
conferences with those about to get married and discuss at
some length the demands and responsibi.lities of marriage
eleven.

in the light of Scripture. I refuse to marry anrone who is

unwilling to seek earnestly membership in the Church.
Fifth, I cry my best to discover and correct through the
use of Scripture the troubles that threaten the marriage of
couples.
I believe preventive measures are more effective than
corrective cHorts; and even though 1 believe the problem
will continue to call for much attention and labor, it will
be increasingly solved for many along these lines.
Illinois

\\bat an expance of failure and sin there is in that
spread between what we theoretically recogni::e but do not
actually realizel
We acknowledge the primacy and urgency of the mission challenge, starting with our own personal witness.
But how much, compared with what we could do, are we
pushing that program of "'each one reach one"?
We unitedly own the basic need of sound, biblical
doctrine. H ow about realizing it? Failure there leads first
to neglect, then to incWierence, readily slipping into deadly
error - a peril very near and very real.

••••

The spread between recognition and
realization
When a minister cries to put his finger on his greatest
problem, he faces a wide field and a hard choice. One
.d.i.fficulty looms largest from one standpoint but from an.other angle another one is overshadowing. Even after
making our choice we're very open-minded toward others
.and rather eager to read what others offer.
To us it seems that the most impressive problem is
posed by that enervating spread which we find in the
,church between our recognizing and our realiZing of God's
truth, love, and challenge.
To be sure, what we have in mind is often closely
related to fonnalism: "'holding a fonn of godliness, but
having denied the power thereof" ( 11 Tim. 3:5). Some will
think here of hypocrisy; mask-wearing, putting on a falso
front. We're thinking of something not always separable
from these but still distinguishable.
What seems to happen? In saying, sennon, or song a
·clear-cut Bible truth comes to us and we give it a well-meant intellectual acquiescence. But within us the emotional and volitional Jag far behind the intellectual, and
·the cruth we own fails of its right response in life.
We sing it, and in our thought we mean i t too: "My
.sins are more than I can count, My heart has failed for
.grief." But we sing it too nonchalantly. The feelings are
·so little moved and the will so little affected. We are so far
.from having that broken and contrite heart which Jehovah
will not despisel
Again we sing it and our minds agree: "'Love so amaz'ing, so divine, Demands my life, my soul, my a11." It's
·truly a moving song but both our inward feeling and outward doing are . all too unmoved by it. We sing it so
·casually as to leave us guiltyl
Oneo more, we sing that deep prayer-line: "Hold o'er
my being absolute sway" and we agree that it must be
·even so, for when you're a Christian there is just no place
·to stop. But we need far more evidence that this concept
is vivid in soul and visible in lives.
A member in good and regular standing said: "'Oh, yes,
'our minister surely presents it well. But we don't do it."
His £no.l tone suggested that his conclusion was a matter of
·course. No wonder he was not a member in good and
regular moficn!

.twelve

But how must we try to deal with this deep-going and
widespread problem? With many limitations, but also
many .prayers, we have tried to do these things.
In preaching we sought to emphasize clarity (also for
children), relevancy, and contemporaneity; making it as
"real" as we could .
We have tried to stress the "GOd's-eyc" view of this
matter: how he keenly discerns and deeply detests undeepness and hollowness; how these discredit and retard
his cause before the world's sharp appraisal and downgrade
our souls.
We have urged seeking ever the "'maximums" of Christian living. -rhe more we put in, the more we get out"
fits here supremely. Those putting their utmost into it are
the happiest Christians.
We feel it urgent to earnestly and constantly keep our
Christian faith "prayed-up," well-fed, well-exercised, and
well-guarded. Without that, coolness, formalism, and even
hypocrisy are hard byl
A present and practical approach is to try always to
get our living up to our singing, as f.i. lake myself, and
I will be, Ever, only, all for Thee."
When we better realize what we recognize we have a
mighty counter-actant to secularism, materialism, liberalism, and other besetting perils .
Muskegon

How to escape from the thralldom of
professional routine
The Editors of ToncH AND ThUMPET are to be congratulated on this symposium, and thanked as well To be
invited to put into printer's ink what before was dared to
be put only in thought and prayer has led to more prayer;
and that is a boon.
I was a bit put to it to isolate my greatest problem in
the ministry. Essentially it is that my practice doesn't
conform to my ideals. nlere arc no doubt many causes for
this, but I nominate profe....sionulism as the chief cause of
spoilage in my ministry.
By this I do not mean that I am a mercenary. The sort
of professionalism that croublcs me is not the professional·
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t.illnk I would de=me it rather as too much of a working for
the ~ 'lr k ' s sake rather than for God's sake.
There is too much of evaluating my work in terms of
progress in the rough draft, the number of calls made, and
efficiency in leading the meetings and classes. There is too
much of doing mechanically what I have been trained to
do, and then feeling that I am as proficient a servant of the
community in my way as the doctor and the lawyer are
in theirs,
I yearn for more spiritual force in my ministry. The holy
joy that comes of working not SO much out of duty only,
but out of delight and love  of this I want mOre.
But I find myself too often slipping into the error of
trying to justify my position in the ministry by thumbing
the pages of an appointment pad, rather than in terms of
souls touched with the sword of the Spirit.
And in my heart I know this will never do. My heart
shudders .at this. It would like to kindle fires with Elijah,
but too often only routinely wafts templeincense smoke
with Eli.

means, the more his people mean, the more his Word
means, the more his cross means; and through all this,
professionalism gives way to humble wonder and love.
And then I can no longer think of myself as a professional along with the doctor and the lawyer, but I am a
minister again.
And so I see, in my better moments, that I may never
be satisfied with having as much time with Christ, or as
much love for Christ, as has the average member in my
church. Nor may I be content to standardize my spiritual
life at the level of the going rate of assurance, love, faith,
knowledge, prayer, and penitence that I see in my church.
My trust requires that the chariot wheels never drag, the
sword never tarnish, and the sandals be ever dusty, And
the humble self-<ienial required for this I find only in
Christ my all. I must never get more than a moment away
from Calvary, for the spiritual force I crave for both life
and ministry is mine there.
The East

• • • •

How to make the sermon a living message

is::n

I know, I think, where to find the torch.
I know I must spend more time on bended knee, rededicating self with ever renewed purpose not so much to a
profession as to God. I do not want to discard entirely
the concept of the minister as a professional man serving
the community; I only want to feel more keenly that first
he is an apostle in thralldom to Christ. It is in this relationship to God that I feel my ministry must be orientated,
and in this' I think I have the mind of Christ and of Paul.
Further. I know my sense of urgency must be constantly recharged. That man can never be a mere professional in the choice of texts, the calling and teaching, the
praying which the ministry requires, whose heart is
aHame with a sense of the urgency of it all, I have learned
to pray almost daily - if I were in my place it would be
daily - that I may ever remember what a great matter
has been entrusted to me. When I hear God's strong voice
telling me to get on with the Gospel, and when I see the
desperate, perishing world in need of the Gospel, routine
is trampled in the rush. There is nothing like the joy of
trying to introduce a poor sinner to a rich Saviour to lift
a man out of professionalism.
And of course the solution to my problem is a matter
al'iO of the entempling of the Holy Spirit within. When he
works, spiritual vigor flows into man's work. This sacred
Wind bloweth where it listeth; and may my little sails ever
be unfurled to catch every breath of it. Anyone who has
once or twice been becalmed will never hope for the experience again. Never is a minister more a mere professional than when he lies a-lee of something that obtrudes
between him and the Breath of the Lord. I have learned
to pray: "'Spirit of Cod, dwell thou within my heart."
Yet one thing: I have found that the more Christ means
to me the more my ministry becomes personalized and
"pastoral" as over against mechanical. The mare Christ
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One of the most difficult problems that a minister
wrestles with is this; How am I going to make this sermon
a living message that bores into the hearts of those who
hear?
I wrestle with this problem in the making of every
sennon. Some texb. of course, lend themselves more than
others to the production of a sermon that hits home. And
a passage of Scripture that has been especially meaningful
to me and that has been the subject of rich meditation over
a period of time also more readily becomes an effective
message. But still the problem of bringing a living, telling
message is a burden with every sermon.
The problem does not center particularly in the exegetical work that a sennon requires. Some faithful digging
usually takes care of that phase of the work. This is a
matter of the earnest use of certain tools of study that any
well-trained minister has at his disposal, especially a
working knowledge of the original languages of the Scriptures.
Nor is the problem so much one of doctrinal correctness.
I would not be mistulderstood. Every sermon must be doctrinally correct. That requirement may never be lightly
considered. No passing fad or novelty, no reaching for
superficial popular acclaim may in any way reduce the
urgency of this requirement. Yet, a person reared in a
Reformed home and trained in a Reformed seminary should
not have too much trouble preaching sermons that arc
doctrinally sOtuld.
A sermon requires solid exegesis and sound doctrine.
These are an irreducible minimum, for it is the Word of
God and nothing else timt must be conveyed. It is this
Word that the Holy Spirit uses to work faith and repentance and sanctification in the hearts of men. But something
thirteen

must be added. to this central fact of God's ,",'O! nng. In
thus using the Word as means unto the salvation of men
the Holy Spirit is pleased commonly to work through the
preaching of that Word. "It was God's good pleasure
through the foolishness of the preaching to save them thaI
believe" (I Corinthians 1:21). "And how shall they hear
without a preacher?" (Romans 10:14). In other words, the
Word of Cod must usually be mediated through a dynamic,
living experience of that Word. A redeemed, Spirit.SUed
personality, a Codmastered mind and heart and mouth
must convey that Word to the minds and hearts of men.
Here · lies the burden .of the preacher. How can his
personality be the medium by which Cod's Word is so conveyed that those who hear are not the same after hearing
it? How can he so bring that Word that sinners are arrested in their evil ways? that the mortification of the old
man and the quickening of the new man is accelerated?
that Christ's own are inspired to work and to witness? that
the kingdom of Cod will increasingly come in and through
the lives of those who hear? Yes, how may the preacher's
person and work be more and more a pulpit of spiritual
power and inescapable pertinence?

••••
Here are some suggestions indicating ways along which
I try to be what I have said the preacher should be.
1. Seek to gain a deepening and ripening understanding of Cod's Word, realizing that this Word is indeed the
Cod·given food and drink for the life of man. Crow into
a finer consciousness of that living relevance of Cod's Word
which Jesus underscored when he said, "Man shall not live
by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of
the mouth of Cod."
2. Be a faithful pastor. The inter-personal encounter
between pastor and people through the Word is sharpened
and refined as the pastor enters into the living situations
of his people, sharing their joys and sorrows, sensing their
fears and anxieties, dealing compassionately with their
failures.
3. Develop a more penetrating appreciation for the
subtle springs of human behavior. The pastor should avail
himseU critically and intelligently of those insights into
human behavior that are afforded by pastoral psychology
and psychiatry. Such insights, properly understood and
evalu!lted, can contribute much to the pertinent preaching
of the Word of God.
4. Make sure that no vanity of professional pride or
pomposity undercuts the effectiveness of the ministry of
the Word. The true preaching of the Word requires utmost sincerity and genuineness.
5. Be intelligently conversant with the social, economic,
and political milieu in which the Word is preached. The
Word is not proclaimed in a vacuum or from ivory towers,
but in a vibrantly living situation where many and diverse
forces are at work.
6. Participate actively and regularly in family life and
family fun. Such activity in the minister's personal life will
fourteen

he~
i±n to eep the p:-eachi:lg of De Word from becoming
a barren intellectualistic exercise.
7. Always before entering the pulpit offer an earnest
prayer that Cod may overrule the failures and shortCOmings
of the preacher and bless the proclamation of His Word
unto its intended purpose.
Grand Rapids

The problem of having too much 'Work
Many people think that a minister has few, if any,
problems. They feci that he leads a rather she1tered life.
There may be some truth in this. As a rule, a rather
comfortable home is provided for .his family. His salary
may not be too large, but at least he is sure of a regular
income. He does not have to go out every morning and
rub shoulders with the cruel, hard world. All these things
and many more ought to be deeply appreciated.
However, he does have a host of problems that are
peculiar to his calling. He is constantly engaged in spiritual
things and it is so easy to take them for granted. He does
not have to punch a time-clock and no one watches his
schedule and so it is so easy to waste time. As a normal
human being, he yearns for fellowship; but he must be
careful to have no "favorites" and to show no partiality.
He must be sensitive to good, constructive criticism; but he
must not be swayed by pressure or allow fault-finding to
get him down. All these are only suggestive of a long list
of other things.
I am not sure that I could speak of any of these as
"My Createst Problem." Frequently, however, I am
deeply puzzled about the matter of time. How can I Snd
enough time to accomplish all that ought to be done? The
minister may not have a definite schedule arranged for
him and at times he may find it difficult to follow one; but
if he is conscientious, he faces a very heavy schedule. The
preparation and delivery of two good sennons a week is a
big task in itself. He must keep up with his studies and the
problems of the day. Pastoral duties and private counseling
are time-consuming to say the least. There are catechism
classes and don't forget the different societies that clamor
for his attention. There are certain social functions that
must be attended to, such as weddings, anniversaries, and
several others. He must also take his share of "the care ·of
all the churches." It is just impossible to complete the list.

••••
What must a minister do in the face of aU these things?
He must learn to sift the list and determine what is most
important. It is obvious that he cannot do all these things.
Let rum learn to do that which is most essential. Here he
must be careful not to confuse that which is essential with
what he likes the best. Then he must tackle these duties
in a systematic way. Nothing is so destructive as a haphaza.rcI method. A little here and a little there, with no de6nite
attack, accomplishes nothing.
Even when one works systematically, diligently, and
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remain unacco::np!ished. This may become a heavy burden
and by W OrT)ing over it, he may become unfit for the work
altogether. This is a great mistake. A ,vise physician once
said to me, "If you do all you can, the Lord expects no
more and no one else has a right to do so." Get others to
help you. The church is anemic today because there are
so many who have nothing to do in the kingdom of Cod.
All this "busyness" increases the tendency to neglect
one's personal devotions. This should never be. the case.
A wise clergyman once said, rhe busier I am, the more
time I take to spend with my Lord. Then, if ever, I feel the


n_'

"

need of it.... How right he ,>,""liS. There is nothing so refreshing and invigorating as quiet fellowship with our Lord.
It helps bear the burden of the day and gives quiet wisdom
for the many problems.
I have also found that in the midst of all this activity
there is a great need for relaxation and recreational activities. It is still true that "all work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy." Don't overworkl Then you will have a break·
down and the cause will suffer a great loss. Learn to work
within the limits of your abilities and energies. Keep
physically fit. You owe it to your work and to your Lord.
CaUfornia
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A SAnRE

BISHOP McFUDDLE of the cathedral of St Sebastian
by the Speedway is in conference. He has summoned
his minister of music (M.M. ), his choir director (Ch. D.)
and his organist (Org.) to discuss the singing of the creeds.
Imagine the following scene.
B.  Gentlemen, I have summoned you to enliven the
meaning of the creed. Your problem will be to set the
creed to appropriate music that will stir the hearts and
broaden the convictions of the congregation. The tunes
call ·for a transition from what we believe when we say
it to what we mean when we sing it.
M.M.  Splendidl Our cathedral will become worldfamous in rendering this necessary service to all of Christendom. Our missionaries in the bush have hinted at
this for some time. But can your reverence give us
something to· work on?
B.  I have thought of that. For next Sunday morning you
provide the music for this:
From of old it has been said:
Behold, a virgin bore a S011.
But hark! The story's just begun,

W e must regard U as a myth.
M.M.  Splendidl A musician's dream! We shall set it in
four/four time after the pattern of a Bach Chorale. We'll
put it in the major key of F, and transpose it to the
minor key of G. Full organ.
Org.  I could not disagree with you more absolutely. It
must be a ;'kind of warsong picturing major convictions
in poetic terms." Who ever wrote that in a minor key
and in four/four time?
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Ch. D.  Both of you are wrong. Now look, the first two
lines arc not true. Who would give that a full organ
and have it sung as though it means what it says? It
should be sung falsetto while the major convictions
come at the end. In such a case you start softly and
build it up when you come to the major convictions.
Perhaps we could introduce a little counterpoint.
B.  To that I agree. The conviction is in the last line.
Myth calIs for the full volume of both choir and organ.
The last line should be in unison and repeated tllree
times.
Org.  The falsetto will be best expressed. with the soothing Bute and hemidemisemiquavers in the tremolo.
M.M .  I am coming around to your point of view. W e
had better not have it in four/ four time. This is a
modem age and we present a modem view of the creed.
It should be patterned after the twobeat rhythm of the
tomtom in the bush.
B.  Now we're getting somewhere. Our harmony here is
as beautiful as the harmony between history and myth.
We are dpening up a new era in the annals of church
music. Gentlemen, thank you for coming. Conference
dismissed.
When the congregation fi led out of the cathedral on
Sunday morning, a young lady was heard to remark to an
aged saint : Wasn't that twobeat music and the choir wonderful this morning? Wonderfull was the reply; wonder·
ful  in a vacuum.
Sincerely yours,
Post Lux Tenebrae
fifteCTl
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Communist

•

by SAMUEL E. GREYDANUS JR.

ENIN, ON NUMEROUS occasions, made it very clear
that "the task of reformin g the peasantry and of refanning the peasant's whole psychology and habits are
tasks that require several generations."
The "infallible" words of Lenin are not only believed
by the Chinese Communists but are also words of inspiration intended to be translated into action. To the Western
modern mind they are a fanatical outburst, but to the Communist Chinese mind they point to the only way the reform
of the peasant can be carried out. The thorough way in
which the Chinese Communists arc revolutioni:ri ng the
thinking and habits of the pe..'lsant would make Lenin's
heart glow with admiration.

L

A HUGE TASK: REFORMING THE CHINESE PEASANT

The target of all this reforming, the Chinese peasant,
constitutes over eighty percent of the Chinese population.
To understand the enormity of the task undertaken by the
Chinese Communists, one must see the peasant in the
setting of the many centuries of Chinese history. For centuries the Chinese peasant has remained the same, accepting any change or calamity with a stoic indifference which
has made the Western mind wonder in amazement. This
long history of resisting change with indifference, combined with the rich endowmen t of Confucian teaching of
Glial piety. has enabled the social structure of Chinese
society to remain the same, while political movements Rnd
governments have come and gone.
In modem times this combination has made it impossible for China to merge into a modem nation state. One
factor always missing was a true nationalistic spirit so essential in a modem nation state. Dr. SUIl Yat-sen, who
attempted for years to arouse the Chinese peasant, Goany,
after bitter experience, described the social structure as
"ropes of sand." Another factor arising out of this combination is the practical-mindedncss of the Chinese peasant
toward religion. He has been truly "ecumenical" in practice
for cen turies. He usually lived his everyday life as a Confucian, called the Buddhist priest for the marriage rites, and
the Taoist priest for the funeral. This attitude has made
sixteen

for "peaceful coexistence" for many centuries but does not
allow for the least bit of fervency to rally around any cause,
whether religious or political.
"CHINESE SOCIETY HAS NEVER BEEN CONQUEREO"

China has been conquered politicaUy many times
throughout the many centuries of her existence. But Chinese society has never been conquered. Each dynasty,
whether alien or Chinese, has attempted to control this
social structure, but in the 6nal analysis has been controUed
by it. However, the Chinese peasant has not experieneed
anything like the Chinese Communist reformers sinee the
Ch'ing Dynasty in the year 221 B.C. under the Legalists.
That movement lasted only a short time, and the peasant
remained. Other political and religious movements came
and went, but the peasant remained. Buddhism, for example, came in as a tiger, but over the years was declawed
and became a domestic Chinese cat. The Taiping Rebellion of the nineteenth cen tury, in which 20,000,000 peasants
were killed, failed but the peasant and his society remained.
The Chinese Communist knows his Chinese history only
too well, and therefore the destruction of the old society
and the building of a new society is the uppennost task
to which the conquering Communist government has addressed itself.
It is a well-known fact to anyone who has studied the
Communist take-over of any country that "The Revolution"
takes place after the Communists have complete control.
Up to that time, the Communists cooperate with and use
anything and anyone who will further the Communist ends
knowingly or unknowingly. The intellectual, the business
man, the politician, the churchman, the peasant - eaeh is
promised the thing he most desires. It is only after the
Communists have complete control that each segment of
society realizes that it has taken an active part in its own
destruction. The "guilt" and the "shedding of blood"
touches all individuals and entraps them in the Communist
master plan for the total disintegration of the old society.
During this time of chaos the Communist conquerors begin
to build the new society according to their plans and specifications.
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IN_S:!STENc:E ON rN"OOCTR.IN.ATIOH

Tne Chinese Communists are interested in creating an
indusbial society in China. This society must be molded
by Communist ideology and, most important of all, this
society must be completely converted to the fals e religion
of the Communists. To accomplish this end trained work·
en as well as an indoctrinated populace are needed. Lenin
said once, "In a country where illiteracy predominates, the
establishment of a Communist society is impossible." Such
is the population of China and the illiterates must be
taught to read and absorb the party propaganda. This task,
according to the Communist government, is especially
urgent among the young, particularly those under eighteen
years old, who constitute forty.ane per cent of the 600
miJIion Chinese ( 1953 census).
The Chinese Communists realize that it is their success
in the indoctrination of this generation and the followin g
generations that win determine their lasting power in China.
Therefore, their greatest l ong~
ran
ge
effort is seen in this
field. Much can be learned about this gigantic effort by
reading Chinese Communist publications. There are two
very important reasons why these sources should be studied
thoroughly. First, they are practically the only source of
information available on Communist China today. It is
interesting to note that many of the articles and lectures
on Red China written and heard today, either condemning
or praising the Communist efforts , base their conclusions
on the information received from the Communist publica·
tions, usually the daily pao ( newspaper ). Second, and
more important, is the undeniable fact that the Com·
munists can be best described as 1lonest devils." They
have constantly and consistently published beforehand
what they intended to do  and, in many instances, exactly
how.

THE FAILURE OF THE WEST

The grave error which has been perpetuated by the
governments of the West, especially America, has been the
neglect to study thoroughly the publications and pronouncements of the Communists. It was only in 1946 that the
United States finally undertook a thorough and intensive
study of every Russian publication and pronouncement, a
mere thirty years too late. Unfortunately, the same criticism can be leveled at the American attitude toward the
rise in power of the Red Chinese. Much of the perplexity
of the American government and people during the 1940's
concerning the motivcs of the Red Chinese could have
been dispelled by a careful study of the Red Chinese pub·
Iications of the 1920's and 1930's. If this had been done, a
firmer stand mi ght have been taken prior to 1949. Fortunately, since 1949, a number of organizations are studying
Red Chincse publications and are providing translations of
all the important mainland newspapers and all published
official Communist documents and pronouncements. It is
"Chin a·' ""aoants aloe iliitu3tu but due to ""nlllriu of being pact 01 a highly
c ultur.d civilization, they tannot k compared to the iU;terate. of Afrir:t or
even India. Th is Inak.,. the Chi"cJc ""a.allt ",ore diffirult 10 illdoclrinMe.
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from these ser.ices that the vast majority of information on
Red China is made available to the Western world.

EXCERPTS FROM CHINESE COMMUNIST LITERATURE

In order to understand the great importance placed on
education and indoctrination by the Chinese Communists in
their goal to replace the old society with the new, it would
be well to quote a few excerpts from Chinese Communist
sources. Limited space will allow for only a few of these
excerpts. However, a list of the Translation Services will
be provided at the end of this article for anyone interested
in pursuing the matter further.
"Universal compulsory education is to enable every
person of our succeeding generation to receive fundamental education so that they may develop into new
men. It enables all workers, peasants, and all other
laboring people from now on to possess a definite
Political consciousness and cultural standard. This is
also a necessary condition for building a socialist so-ciety."
..
.
Editorial, Shangchow. Kung l en l eh Pac, July 18,
1956. Union Research Service, Vol. 4, .No. 14,
~ugst
17, 1956. .
"Schools should and must play the role of tools of the
proletarian dictatorship, tools of the people's democratic dictatorship and tools for the construction of
socialism. Since school education is a tool of the pro·
letarian dictatorship it must of course be placed nnder
the firm leadership of the Communist Party before it
can realize this role.
"Being socialist·mindcd· means that personnel trained
must actually possess the Mnrx·Leninist (Communist)
universal and world outlook, and adhere to the prole·
tarian stand of whole.-heartedly serving the proletarian
dictatorship and the socialist construction cause, and
have the Communist moral quality of passionately lov·
ing the mother country, loving labor, and loving collectivism. It is ,a lso .necessary to teach Marxist·Leninist
political theory and. ideology. It is the sole correct
compass for grading our thoughts and actions. To be·
come a genUinely socialist·minded person, onc cannot
depart from Marx-Leninism."
.
H siao Yung·ch'ing, "On The Necessity to Tum So·
cialist Schools Into Tools of Proletarian Dictatorship," Peiping. Hsin Chien She (New Construction
Monthly), Oct. 1957. Union Research Service, Vol.
9, Nov. I , 1957.
"In addition, a Communist spirit and style and collective
heroism should be built up in childhood. This is the
moral education of our day. Physical development i,
necessary in childhood and this development must be
sound. Both are linked with the development of in·
tellectual educ<'l.tion. Both are related to manual work
and therefore the principle of continuing education
with Tabor is unshakable."
Lu Ting-yi, "Education must be Combined with
Productive Labor," H eing Chi (Red Fla g) No.7,
Sept. 1, '58. Current Background, Sept. 2, '58.
"The mission of the institutions of higher learning is to
cultivate new talents to build socialism and communism, and is not to cre.."Ite material wealth. Since college
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students are specialists of the state in construction,
they must necessarily be of a certain standard in morality, in intelligence as wei}' as in physique. Because of
these features, it is necessary not only to firmly establish the absolutely leading position of the Party in institutions of higher learning and enforce collective
leadership in administrative organization, but the key
question at present is how to further enforce thi,s
leadership system and let it playa positive role, so as
to enhance the education enterprises of the proletariat."
Lein Yangch'iao, 1st Sect. of the Party Camm. in
Wiskow University, "'To Firmly Establish the
Party's Leading Position in Institutes of lIigher
Learning," Peiping. len Min l eh PM, June 9, '59.
Current Background, Vol. 15.
"Not to have a correct
having no soul."
Mao . Tsetung. "On
tradictions Among
People's China, No.

political point of view is like
the Correct Handling of Conthe People,'" Supplement to
13, July 1, 1957.

"For whether to run the nurseries and kindergartens well
or not, directly effects both the immediate question of
consolidating the people's communes and the farreachin~
problem of cultivating the Communist new
person.
"Dear Party. We Promise to Bring Up the Children
Well," China Youth Daily. Peiping, Chaung Kuc
Ch'ing Poo, Oct. 31. '58. Union Research Institute,
No. 13.

nationalistic country, nor even the educational system of a
strongminded ideological organization, but that it is the
indoctrination arm of a false religion whose goal is the complete conversion of the whole world. For the Christian to
I;ry to understand the great revolution in China as being,
something less than a false religion with all that it implies,
would cause him as much confusion and despair as many.
in the Western world are experiencing as they try to understand and evaluate Red China and her role in the future.

Sources 1. New China New, Agency  172 Nathan Rd., Kowloon.
45 Museum Street. London, W.C. l.
Prop. Chok Mul Wong.
A Red China Agency.
2. Union Research SertJke.
Publisher  Hui Shun Chi.
An affiliate of Union Research Institute,
110, Waterloo Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Institute operated by the Jesuiq.
3. Surwt/ of China Mainland Preu and Cummt BtJCl:grou,J.
American ConsulateGeneral, Hong Kong.
4. People', China  A Fortnightly Magazine.
An En~lish
language magazine published by the People', Repub-

.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MODERN CHINESE EDUCATION

The foregoing excerpts from the vast number of Communist publications show somewhat the thorough revolution now going on in Red China. The entire population
of 600 million Chinese is undergOing formal or informal
education. What is happening to the Chinese society? First
of all. the individual in Communist China is of no importance except only in mass and action. He has no identity,
utility, or dignity outside his sociapolitical group. He
achieves and retains these qualities only by active participation in the activities of that group as directed b}' the Party.
This becomes very clear in Communist education. Students
are commodities, the property of the State, and subject to
planning just like any other commodity. Their main purpose is to satisfy state needs and demands in its socialist
revolution.
Secondly, education in the CommuRist state is a tool for
the attainment of Communist objectives. Its basic philosophy must be the Communist ideology. Informal and
fonnal education of the entire population is governed by
the same principles and objectives and these objectives are
closely geared to the political and economic planning of the
day. There is no gap between school and society.
Thirdly, the purpose of education in Communist China
is to change the thinking and behavior of people so that
they will became willing and enthusiastic supporters of
Communism.
In conclusion, to answer the question whether this education will be successful, one must always keep in mind that
this is not merely the educational system of an ultra
eighteen
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SHOULD
THE CHURCH

fOLLOW ITS

s:Up. ;\lost ministers, seemingly, like to live in the suburbs,
too. Only occasionally do sister congregations extend a
helping hand, as a church, intent on staying where God in
ills providence has placed it, finds its burdens almost too
heavy to bear.
Not a few Reformed and Christian Refonned have faced
or are facing today this vexing problem. Full well do the
members realize that the decision which they take will be
a major one. Usually the congregation decides to sell, often
at great financial loss, and move out.
The question must be asked in all seriousness, whether
this is right in the light of the Biblical mandate to preach
the gospel to every creature. Involved is also the matter of
sound stewardship. Is it justified to sell these properties at
a loss and invest much more money simply to keep a congregation intact? That no church, especially when its membership is dwindling alarmingly because of the flight to
suburbia, will be financially strong enough to undertake a
vigorous evangelistic program alone ought to be selfevident. But haven't sister-churches already in the suburbs
who arc directly profiting from the population shift a
responsibility here? We may well ask whethcr we are interested on ly in those who have always been members of
Our churches. Is Cod perhaps laying mission opportunities
in our lap, which we can throwaway only by being dis·
obedient and callous to the heavenly vision?
WHERE SHOULD THE PULPIT 8E?

rnHTIBfRS?
by PETER Y. DE JONG

E

VERY LARCE CITY is faced with the problems craated by population shifts during the past decade. The
more prosperous are fl eeing to the suburbs. leaving the
older sections to the economically and socially depressed
classes. Huge concentrations of negroes and Puerto Ricans
are,found where once the native.bom lived.
Especially the Protestant churches arc involved in this
shift. Throughout the years they have too much catered to
certain segments of the community. Hence when their
members move out, sometimes relocating at great distance
from the church building, the question of relocation becomes a pressing one. Should their properties be sold and
the income be invested in a new edifice far away? In 5,-,.
Louis, for example, dozens of congregations belonging to
the historic Protestant denominations have chosen this way
out. Only a few have insisted on remaining and reorientating themselves to meet the challenge of a new community_
Those who have chosen this harder way find themselves
faced with financ ial burdcns. No longcr can the budget
be easily met by the shrinking membership. Nor do such
churches find it a simple matter to secure pastoral leaderTORCH and TRUMPET, April, 1961

Many people seem to adopt the latest fashions without
a second thought. This affects not only the clothes we
wear but also the churches which we build. Often architects, also those engaged by Reformed congregations, will
try to persuade a building committee of the beauty of a
divided chancel.
In a recent issue the Southern Presbyterian Journal
quotes from an article on "The Bane of Liturgy" which
deserves the attention of those who plan to remodel or
build a church edifice.
"The divided chancel is not the true symbol of Protestant Christianity. It strikes at the root of the rela·
tion of sacrament and sennon. To be a Protestant
means to be a proclaimer of one's fa ith. The Protestant
is essentially a preacher; he is an evangelical, seeking.
to convert and con6nn. Now to be sure, wo may
preach by symbol as well as by voice, but the preached
word may never be minimized. And that is just what
the divided chancel does. It pushes the pulpit to one
side and sets the Communion table in the center with
its symbolic reminder of the death of Christ. This inevitably leads to sacramentalism. The true Protestant
symbolism is the unified chancel, where the pulpit
stands in the center with the Communion table also in
the center and in front of it, so that the preached word
comes out over the symbol of the Word that has been
offered up."
Before drastic changes are made for the sake of being in
style or making the church more beautifu l by the passing
standards of the day, we ought to rethink our Biblical
positions. Such changes aren't as harmless as we might
think. And by all means we should not allow architects to
tell us what is right and best for a Reformed church.
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SECULARISM ON rHE RAMPAGE

East German)" now for a decade and a haH under
Communist domination, has traditionally been a stronghold of Lutheranism. Here a much larger proportion of
the population is Protestant than in the West German
republic. But the church has fallcn upon evil days. The
people in that land are being dcchristianized at an alarming rate.
For several years the Communists have deliberately
gone into competition with the church to gain the youth.
a ere open persecution has made way for insidious propaganda. Youth dedication ceremonies, an atheistic and
state-designed substitution fo r church confirmation, h av~
become exceedingly popular. In recent years no less than
700,000 young men and women have taken part. According to reports, this spring no less than 130,OCIO - 88$ of
those whose age makes it possible for them to receive this
induction in a nation-wide youth organizational program will thus be weaned away from the Christian faith and the
church. Instead of being baptized, infants and little children are incorporated by "name giving" ceremonies_ These
are so popular that today it is almost impossible to find
individuals who will stand up as sponsors or god-parents
at Christian baptism.
By its relentless pressures Communism is driving the
church into a comer. Undoubtedly by these means the
churches are being purified of many nominal and indifferent
members. But at the same time the influence of the church
is severely weakened and restricted. Under a totalitarian
regime, no matter what protestations it may make concerning the granting of religiOUS freedom, there remains little
room for Christ and his message of redeeming grace. If
no change comes, the church will be driven under ground.

e'.'e! bth"ten OC! 0 : 6e kbceTgarte::l i:l lea.rning the great lessons of the Sa\;or in sacrificial ghing.

:;;... ~ .. h:a\-e:l·t

ESTABLISHING NEW CO NGREGATIONS

That there is a saturation point for congregational
growth cannot be legitimately denied. Congregations which
are too large miss many of the wonderful blessings of
active fe llowship in Christ. Usually when the church building is overcrowded, congregations as well as consistories
begin to resent additional members. As a result the cvangelistic impact in the community will be weakened. In
many churches, poSSibly, it has never even been felt.
Undoubtedly one reason why the smaller sects have
proliferated during the past two or three decades must be
attributed to their strategy. They do not hesitate to open
chapels, build churches, and establish new congregations.
During 1960 the Assemblies of God opened 204 congregations, bringing the total for the past five years to 1,179.
Much of this is made possible by their conception of
the church and congregational life. The members do not
insist on lavish structures. They seldom feel the need for
expensive pipe organs. The clergy is not highly trained
and surely not highly paid. But it is plain that they have
.. in·d foothold in nearly every city of the land and many
of the expanding suburbs. Their members do not hesitate
to witness, seeking to bring in both old and young. Their
small churches, averaging about 50 communicant members
each, apparently are far more active than many of our
churches five and ten times as large. And they do seem to
be successful in bringing people into contact with the
Christian fai th, even though their huildings are extremely
simple and even shabby by OUI standards.
By comparison we aren't doing so well. In spite of a
record-breaking increase in membership dUIing the past
GIVI NG FO R MISSIONS
five years (39,967 since 1955), we have managed to organThe missionary movement is still in full swing, especially ize only 75 new congregations. In most places our ChUIch
in the churches of the highly-favo red lands of United buildings are fill ed to overflOwing with worshippers. Yet
we hesitate to organize new churches, even when a sizable
States and Canada.
Two thirds of all Protestant foreign missionaries are group lives far from the church and finds it diffi cult to
recruited from these two nations. During the past decade attend oftener than once per Sunday. We might do well
this task force for the spreading of the Christian faith has to remember that God doesn't demand expensive buildings.
increased by 81$. During 1959, the latest year for which But he does ask for sacrificial giving accompanied with a
6gures are available, some $163,680,468 was contributed fervent desire to witness to the glorious gospel of his grace
for foreign missions by the United States churches alone.
in Christ Jesus our Lord. Distasteful as this will be for
These figures sound encouraging, until we evaluate many who travel past many churches to attend where
them more carefully. This amount represents an average parents and friends of the same social set go, we woul{i do
contribution per communicant member of exactly $2.75 for well to give some serious attention to the matter of bounthe year. Reading this, we wondered whether the situation daries between our congregations. Then we could together
was different in the Christian Refonned Church. To be as churches plan our strategy to gain a foothold in many
sure, it was higher - about $7.00 per communicant mem- communities where there is no Calvinistk church. Maybe
ber, since the fields among the American Indians cannot if some of our church buildings were less crowded on Sunproperly be considered foreign. This isn't much in the day morning, we might feel the urge to bring .others in
light of what we spend for expendable luxuries. Dare you from the highways and byways. A shake-up along these
compare your gifts for sending the gospel in obedience to li nes would help much more than hurt us in being. what
the Savior to the ends of earth with what you spent during we should be - the church of the Lord Jesus in a very
the year for bowling, basketball games, tobacco, cosmetics defin itely defin ed .community with a mission to those who
. . . or even that new hat you likely didn't need? We cer- live right there.
o
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THE READER WRITES
A LETTER FROM DR. A. A. HOEKEMA

Feb. 18, 1961
The Rev. H .

J. Kuiper

Managing Editor,

TORCH AND

TRUMPET

Crand Hapids. Mich.
Dear Rev. Kuiper:
N THE TonOI AND TRUMPET of January, 1961, you address yourself to the question of the variations between
the accoun ts of Jesus' temptations found in Matthew and in
Luke. You suggest as your solution to the problem involved
the position that only Matthew claims to present the three
temptations in UIar chronological order, whereas Luke
does not intend to do so, YOu base this conclusion upon
the fact that Matthew introduces the temptation he places
second with the word "then," and introduces the temptation he places third with the word "again,"" whereas Luke
simply connects the temptations with the word "and," You
reaffinn this position in the February issue of your magazine.
I heartily agree with you that we should not call variations of this sort "mistakes." [ would, however, if I may,
like to comment about your solution of the problem involved. Though it is true that most conservative commentaton agree with you that Matthew presents these
temptations in their chronological order whereas Luke does
not, there are competent Reformed expositors who take a
different position. In going through my seminary notes in
New Testament History, I observed that the late Professor
Schultze was of the opinion that Luke gave us the chrono logical order, whereas Matthew did not. F. W . Grosheide,
Professor of New Testament at the Free University for
many years, in his recent Commentaar op het Nieuwe Testament on Matthew ( Kampen : Kok, 1954), says in his comment on Matt. 4:8 that Luke probably has the chronological
order, since he commonly follows such an order, and that
Matthew has in this instance probably placed the most
important temptation last (p. 57).
As far as Matthew's use of the words ..then" (tote) and
"again" (palin ) is concerned, I wonder whether the use of
these words is as decisive in determining the chronolOgical
order as you and others suggest. To be sure, Luke simply
introduces the temptations of Jesus with the words ktti
( Luke 4:5), and de (vs. 9), and does not use either tote
or palin. Yet, to the casual reader, even these milder connectives ordinarily connote temporal succession. If I am
telling a story, and connect the various parts of the story
w ith "and's," the listener will ordinarily asswne that I intend by these "and's" to indicate chronological succession.
In this connection I should like to cite two comments made
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in a recent book on the temptations of Jesus by a minister
in the Cereformeerde Kerken, Dr. A. D ondorp, D e V erzoekingen van ]ezlJS Christlls in de Woestiin (Kok: Kampen,
1951). In this volume, which represents the fruits of his
doctoral studies, Dr. Dondorp says, and I translate: "Matt.
4:5 - tote does not sharply designate the time (markeert
niet scherp). Certainly one cannot draw an argument from
this word with respect to the originality of the chronological order of the three scenes" (p. 147). ''That Luke
binds the three scenes together b y means of the vague de
or kai, whereas Matthew uses tote, says little. Matthew's
tote intends no historiC'll precision" ( p. 165).
I am inclined to think that it is better to say that
neither Matthew nor Luke intended to give us the exact
chronological order of the temptations of Jesus. I believe
that Calvin's comment on this passage is very much to the
point: "... It was not the intention of the evangelists to
arrange the history in such a manner, as to preserve, on all
occasions, the exact order of time ... Let it suffice for us
to know, that Christ was tempted in three ways. The question, which of these contests was the second, and which
was the third, need not give us much trouble or uneasiness"
(Harmony of the Evangelists, Eerdmans Edition, I, 216).
Sincerely yours,
Anthony A. Hockcma

OUR REPLY
We are glad to place Dr. Hoekerna's article. We are
always happy to print the reactions of our readers to what
is written in TORCH ,.\.1\"1) TRmiPET. We say this because
some persons seem to have the notion that we print only
what agrees with the expressed opinions of our regular
contributors.
Further, we were particularly gratified to read Dr.
Hoekema's statement: MI heartily agree with you tha t we
should not call variations of this sort 'mistakes:"
As to the point in question, we have given consideration
to the citations from works by Dr. Grosheide and Dr.
Dondorp. What strikes us is that neither of the two takes
the trouble to offer proof for his assertion. Apparently both
are committed to the theory that Luke rather than Matthew
gives us the chronolOgical order of the wilderness temptations and simply make light of the fact that only Matthew
uses words that indicate the chronological correctness of
the order which he follows. When Dr. D onclorp states that
Matthew's usc of tote "says little" and that "Matthew intends no historical precision" we beg to differ. DOl1dorp
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offers no substantiation. Thayer's Greek Lexicon gives as the
second meaning of tote ( then ) : ~t hen:
that is, when the
thing under consideration had been said or done, there·
upon; so in the historical writers (especially Matthew ) by
way of transition from one thing mentioned to another
which could not take place before it." We ask: Isn't that
plain enough? And note that onc of the passages to which
Thayer then refers as an example is Matthew 4:1 , 51 Verse
5 is the verse in question : "THEN the devil taketh him into
the holy city; and he set him on the pinnacle of the temple."
Now as to the other word used by Matthew: "Again."
Tltis introduces the third temptation. This too indicates a
temporal order. Thayer remarks concerning it: "'joined to
verbs of all sorts, it denotes renewal or repetition of the
action." Then the first instance given by Thayer is Matthew
4:8. the passage in questionl The Berkeley Version. by the
way, uses a stronger word than "again," namely the word
"NEXT'I Phillips translates: "Once again." The Twentieth
Century New Testament says : "The third time."
In following a different chronological order Luke simply
~
uses the connective "and." It is true of course that " and
sometimes points to what follows in time. But often it does
not, as when we say: "John and Mary went to town ." Surely.
tltis d oes not mean that John went first and then Mary. In
the Greek the word kai (and), according to Thayer, sometimes "after a designation of time .. . annexes what will be
done or was done at that time." At all events, kai does not
necessarily indicate what follows chronologically.
As to Calvin's comment, we can agree that "the question
which of these contests was the second and which was the
third need not give us much trouble and uneasiness." But
the question does cause uneasiness when some try to prove
from .t he difference in order between Matthew and Luke
that there are discrepancies, contradictions, in the Gospels.
That simply does violence to the Scriptures. It was for
that reason that we sought to show that Matthew intended
to give the chronological order, not Luke.

THE CODE OF SILENCE
~N

0W

REMEMBER, brethren, the Christian Reformed Church does not make a practice of
washing its dirty linen in public. Whatever is discussed
here is strictly confidential. You are not even to confide in
your own wife."
The above words probably have a familiar ring in the
ears of anyone reading this article who is serving. or has
at one time served. as un elder in the Christian Reformed
Church.
Words of caution of this nature are commonly addressed
by a pastor to his newly elected consistory, especially if
there are any men who are serving for the first time.
O f course, this is admittedly a good rule, but I believe
anyone who has knowledge of its actual application will
have to admit it has often been carried to unwarranted ex·
tremes.
J was reminded of this fact recently when 1 ran across
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the following item contained in a report of the October"
meeting of one of our Classes.
( The Banner, Dec. 16, 1960)
"A Synodica l committee present at ciassis counseled
classis in several matters. Much time was spent with an
Article 31 case."
Now, who would ever guess that behind that brief
item could be hidden the struggle of a young married man,
kept under the firs t step of censure by his consistory for
over two years, to have this censure removed, and again be
permitted to partake of the Lord's Supper with his family
and fellow believers.
He was kept under censure, in spite of the fact that at
each one of three consecutive meetings of his Classis one a meeting called especially for this purpose - his consistory was advised they must lift censure, but refused to
do so.
The young man then carried his case to Synod, where
Classis was unanimously upheld, and the consistory was
told to lift censure summarily. See Acts, 1961. p. 68.
The consistory still remained adamant in its refusal to
do so.
Now comes the meeting of the Classis referred to in the
item quoted in this article.
A Synodical committee appointed especially to deal with
this case was present and under pressure from the Classis
and from this committee censure was finally lifted.
So I am sure my readers will agree that the item I
quoted reduced this dirty linen, if I may call it such, to a
very minute, innocuous little bundle.
It is not at all the purpose of this article to suggest that
detailed accounts of our assemblies. major or minor, should
be made public.
Neither is there any intention to pass judgment here on
the parties involved in this controversy. That can safely be
left to Classis and Synod.
The writer is only trying to arouse the people of our
Church to what he feels is a crying need for less secrecy.
from the congregational level on up.
The philosophy often seems to be to tell the people as
little as possible. whereas I believe we should keep our
people infonned as fully as possible.
I am convinced there then would be a great deal Jess
suspicion and gossip, less circulation of misinfonnation.
and even sometimes. less assassination of character.
Let the clean fresh air of publicity have a chance to
clear ·the air of all these evils.
H. M. Veenstra

A SERIOUS WORD TO OUR YOUNG
PREACHERS

AITER READING
fl. opening speech

and re-reading Dr. John Kromminga's
for our Seminarians last fall. which
appeared in The Banner of December, 1960, may the underSigned write a few lines for the young preachers in our
Seminary?
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it ~ -ts
C:~
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c! b ::::s ~
Dr. R..o..... o .nga
missed a few ~e:lta
points.
:\Ien, we are lhing in a glorious day. Dr. Berkouwer
wrote, "The coming of the Lord is imminent." W e live in
a dark world. Paul \\Tote that the spirit of antichrist is
now. Communism is the plainest and the worst revelation
of the antichrlst we ever have seen. Now, look at our
churches. They are becoming ripe for Communism. The
big denominations, the Episcopalians, the Congregationalists, the Methodists, the Presbyterians (with exceptions),
first became loose in living, then denied the fundamentals
of the Holy Scriptures. Oxnam, one of the bishops of the
Methodist Church, said ten years ago, "'The Jehovah of the
O ld Testament is a bloody bully and I don't believe the
miracles of the New Testament." So the anger of God
came upon them and there is no come· back, ,vith possible
exceptions. How sad it is that the millions of people in
these denominations are being led astray dailyl So the gates
are open for Communism .
In our denomination God is our God and the God of
our children still. In Sunday school and in our Christian
schools one can notice that in the great majority the Holy
Spirit dwells. Rev. Rolf Veenstra wrote, "If we want to
save souls let our parents raise big famili es." Our mothers
have the privilege to bring children into the world for
heaven (with exceptions) while worldly mothers bring up
children for the world (with exceptions),
As Sat:lI) is around six thousand years old, he is very
smart. What guarantee have we that he will not get our
denomination down to destruction? He did get just about
every one in history. You know his tricks. All those denom·
inations were mission-minded. Good; but he worked it so
that they concentrated on saving the worIa and m eanwhile
neglected tM home base. And so they all fell. Satan knows
it is hard to col:!centrate on two points at the same time.
He was successful every time. Maya better man than I
plain. The Lord says, "Hold fast that which
make this mor~
thou hast, that no man may take thy crown."
Think of it, my young friends, what a privilege you will
have if God will use you to keep our denominatiou true to
his Word. Then, because God is our Covenant Cod, you
will be used to save the seed of believers through your
preaching. We hear voices which say that it is narrow to
concentrate on our denomination first. Perish the thoughtl
The church is strong in its influence in the world only if
she does just this.
So God needs you at a time like this more than ever
before; and we need better preachers than ever before. Dr.
C. Van Til " TOte, "Ju the world grows in wickedness, we
must grow in holiness.'" A great leader among us once
wrote, '"We have not been successful in producing great
preachers today." I asked my friend to go along to a men's
mass meeting aile day. He said, "No, the fellowship and
singing are nice, but when the climax of the meeting comes,
the speech, then I often ask myseU, Was it worth the trip."
When God gives to you this precious jewel to be the
pastor of one of his flocks, may he give you humility and
courage to say, "Brethren, half of the work which we as
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pastors are doing can be done just as well or better by other
men. Let me alone in my study with my Heavenly Father
and his infallible Word." Almost every one of our congregations is stealing the time for study away from our pastor$.
If several laymen would do much of that work these men
\vill grow in grace through doing it. May we move toward
the day of more laymen's work in the churches. Rev. Rolf
Veenstra has stressed this in Th e Banner.
It was never so hard to preach as today, The world is
more intriguing than ever before. It takes strong faith not
to have our hearts set on the new Buick. which we just got
or on the new home we just moved into. And, oh, the
amusements today! We are so busy with TVI
A writer once wrote. "'0 God, give us tears." They
found small tear bottJes in the catacombs. When you stand
in the pulpit after a while and tears well up in your soul,
be humble enough not to hold them back. Psalm 56 tells
us nice things about that. Read Psalm 56 about this.
H takes God's power through you to get Zion loose from
the world, that God's people may sing from the heart, "The
things of this earth grow strangely dim, By a look at his
glory and grace." May the words of Isaiah burn in your
soul: "Comfort ye, comfort ye my people." And tell Zion,
"If you suffer with him, you will also reign with him."
Tell them the glory of it all.
That you may love the truth, study the Word. Have the
epistJes of Paul at your 6ngertips. Learn to know the
Scriptures well. Learn to know the world and the times
you live in in the light of the Book. Learn to see also that in
the measure we are witnesses in this wicked world, in that
measure we shall be hated. Not long ago a pastor said In
his prayer: 'Lord, as we bring more light, we know there
will be more darkness." Be strong on the antithesiS.
As Paul appointed elders to rule the church, listen much
to the advice of a good elder. Stand amazed aU your life
that he set you aside to be a preacher of his Word.
There are thorns on this rose. To have something fresh
every Sunday means tears and sweat and hard work. But
as you learn to tell more about the preciousness of our
Heavenly Father and his Word, your people will love you
and be witnesses in this wicked world. Who can keep
silent if our Father becomes precious to us? If we keep
still the stones will cry out.
Read many biographies of preachers gone before. God's
people will not love you for the jokes you can tell but for
your devotedness, for your heavenlymindedness; for as a
sister once said, "God's people are homesick for heaven."
Never say from the pulpit that we don't know much abont
what heaven will be like. Spurgeon said. "If we don't taste
it here we will not get there after a while." And our Lord
said, "We have eternal life now." May our Professors be
men filled with the spirit of heaven.
The Bible will become more dear to you as you grow
older. It is a fountain that never runs dry.
May you in Seminary learn to be men who "'love to be
unknown," who have one aim: that our blessed Lord mar
have an the glory in Immanuel's land.
There is no pL'loo next to the better land that is so im·
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portant and so glorious as the pulpit of a true preacher of
the Word. As the Lord is close at hand, you may conceivably have to die a martyr's death; but that will be just
D. Kort
glOly for you.

PRESS EVANGELISM

"C AST
THY BREAD upon the waters, for thou shalt
find it after many days" (Ecclesiastes ILI2a).

It

is gratifying indeed that we, though a little tardy, are
now marching forward with the church of God under thc
banner of the cross. The time of isolation is over. I do not
see people stand with their hands in their pockets anymore
saying that we have to be half Methodist to do all kinds of
mission work. We have passed the milepost of discussing
methods and principles without getting out of the easy chair.
There was a time and place for all that when we were
unable to use the language except for doing business. We
had many a successful businessman before we had more
missionaries than we could count on our fingers. And yet
it was not as bad as some of our present generation like to
present it. I well remember the days of isolation. We had
faithful home missionaries always busy to gather the dispersed Hollanders, and the Lord has blessed their labors.
Some accused us of being intensely afraid of Americanization, but where would our church be today had our scattered Hollanders been absorbed into the American churches
and sects in the various neighborhoods where they settlod.
The whole covenant idea. would have been lost to a large
portion of those who now landed in our Christian schools
as a result of keeping the birds of a feather together.
Preservation was our watchword in those days when we
first started our Christian schools for the perpetuation of
the Calvinistic principles Jest we should become absorbed
in the stream of easygoing, allinclusive churchorganizations or superficial, hallelujahshouting groups. Today a
lot of mission work is being done by churches which have
lost the message of salvation. They present another gospel
which is not ·the Gospel; which offers a free ticket to heaven
without the knowledge of sin. Such religion has no lasting
value for the Kingdom of God. I have seen all that plainly
in these 57 years since I came to these shores at the age
of twentytwo. Today, we still possess the heritage of the
Reformation and we have the vision and the means to go
out into tho different foreign fields as well as into the
burnedover areas of our own land.
Besides our regular preaching services, we have our
radio programs, the work of Bible distribution, parish
evangelism, etc. We stepped up our mission programs to
the joy of many who see that the time is now short as mission doors are being closed. However, we neglected the
opportunity we had to make an impact on our country and
the world by means of the press. Oh yes, we did something
there too, but so very little in comparison with the forces
of darkness. The Communists literally flood the world with
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their ungodly literature. Thus far we made precious little
use of the press. False religion, lies, half truths, distorted
gospels all have their say in dailies and periodicals. But
the true Gospel about total depravity and salvation by
grace alone is scarcely found in any kind of paper one may
happen to pick up. Only very few of us availed ourselves
of the opportunities afforded by the American free press.
Now at least something is being done in the Illiana area.
It was in 1956 that Mr. Henry Boender of Munster,
Indiana, took the initiative by addressing all our men's
societies about press evangelism and its opportunitics to
make an impact upon the world. His talks were so convincing that as a result we organized the Christian Reformed Laymen's League. Ever since that time we have
been placing an evangelical message in one or more newspapers. At times we had but little response, but at our
last board meeting we had 30 requests for free Bibles and
tracts, but also some criticism about "hell" that was found
in the heading of our message. Some money was included,
but also the very gratifying request for more information
about the doctrines of our Church. In the Chicago Daily
News we have 450,(M)() potential readers, and it thrills us to
think of the possibilities to sow the seed at so many waters
as we cast out just one handful.
Our men's societies are the clearinghouse, but the work
is flnanced by a $2.00 per family per year contribution. And
what a privilege! Our hope and prayer is that other communities may do likewise or better. We have all kinds of
copy we could lend you for a start. You may change and
improve it as you like.
R. Van Til
Address: 8422 Parrish Ave., Highland. Ind.
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